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BT M. G~oT (de Graudmsimm). 

(R ,~  D K ~  ~ ' ,  :~o.) 

T HE crystal comes from the mining district of Boa Vista, near 
Villa Eica (Brazil), whore the alluvial diamantiforous strata occur 

with ehloritis schists. I t  exhibits great regularity in the disposition 
of its faces and in its physical eharucters. 

Its total weight is 15"45 gin. Its dimen- 
sions are given by the scale shown on the 
woodcut (Fig. I), which is of natural size. 
Its density is 3"087. 

Colour, sea-green, like be~l ;  lustre, 
vitreous, nacreous on certain cleavage 
planes. 

Fracture conchoidal, very fragile.. Cleav- 
age easy and perfect. 

The prism is oblique rhombie, its angle 
144 ~ 37'; one termi.ation is complete with 
numerous modific4tions, the other fractured, 

~ .  1. with traces of chlorite schist in the eraeks. 

...... Strong double refraction, slight dis- 
r-  persion of the axes. 
I 

~---.~ In~.l;-ed dispersion ~m,m!fested by 
L the unequal brilliancy of the colors 
i in the two systems of rings. 

Some of the faces of the vertical zone 
striated parallel to their mutual inter- 

! section, easily seen on the face to the 
I 

right (Fig. 2). 
. . . .  Becomes electrical on the least fric- 

tion, and even on simple pressure. 
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With this note ~f. Guyot has sent a series of photographs and a 
cast of the stone. The measurements which I have been able to 
obtain from this are, of course, not very accurate, but they show that 
the following planes are present. 

�9 . 100. a narrow plane. 
a: 1oo. a wide well-developed plane. 
b. 010. apparently a large cleavage plane. 
~. 001. doubtful whether present or not. 
8. 110. a large well-developed plane. 
8. 1"I0. a well-developed plane, but smaller than the last. 
4. 210. a large well-developed plane. 
~'. ~10. a narrow plane. 
f. 131. a rather small plane, 

/ "  181. a large plane. 
/~.  131. a very large plane. 
r. 311. a small plane. 
o. 121. a small narrow plane. 
0'. 121. a small narrow plane. 

The crystal appears to be a portion only of a still larger one--but 
it is evident that it was always hemihedrally developed. It  is 
certalnly one of the very finest specimens of Euclase whish has ever 
been discovered, and M. Guyot authorises me to say that he will be 
at all times pleased to show it to his fellow-members. 


